
 

 

Press release 
 
Baden, 7th of September 2016 
 
Fantoche takes off – top-class competitions, Humanité Animée and Animation 
goes Multimedia 
 
The Fantoche-Makers worked towards this moment for one year. Yesterday, on Tuesday, started the 14th 
edition of Switzerland’s biggest animation film festival. The 2016 edition is very promising: The Swiss and 
International Competitions are top-class, the focus Humanité Animée reflects on all human conditions and 
the ”Animation goes Multimedia“ exhibitions are guaranteed to amaze the audiences. 

 
Outstanding competitions 
The “International Competition” covers the entire spectrum of animation, presenting the most creative, innovative 
and outstanding works from the world of animated film. The number of submissions for the film contests is growing 
steadily: The international selection team chose 27 films (from 18 countries) out of 1,394 submissions (from 79 
countries). These will be shown to the festival jury and audience in four programme blocks. We were both surprised 
and pleased at the numerous entries from China, where the social dynamics in the country have a clear impact on 
the animated film industry. All films offer maximum entertainment while seeking to depart from the usual perception 
of the audiences. They are distinguished by artistic originality, technical innovation and the successful unification of 
idea, technique, content and form. 

 
For the “Swiss Competition”, Fantoche has upgraded its ranking. This year, six prizes will be awarded, three of 
which are being presented for the first time. 22 films qualified for these prizes during the selection process, with 
works from renowned animation producers and newcomers alike. Fantoche particularly wishes to promote the 
domestic animation sector, which is why it is providing a dedicated platform. Swiss submissions are also 
automatically entered into the selection for the “Swiss Competition”. This ensures that the Swiss scene is both 
placed in the limelight and presented within an international context. The festival is also unique in Switzerland for 
presenting domestic efforts to a jury of international luminaries. 

 
Kids Film Competition 
Amusing stories with surprising moments told using strong imagery: young people in the audience at Fantoche 
have a discerning and attentive eye for animated films – this is why only the 23 best films have been carefully 
selected from the current crop. They will be subject to the critical minds of the children’s panel of judges and an the 
kids in the audience. The “Kids Film Competition” has a new place in our programme brochure and is now on par 
with the international and Swiss competitions. 

 
Focus: Humanité animée 
Culture is a manifestation of everything that makes us human – our anguish and fear, joy and sorrow, virtue and 
viciousness, success and defeat. Animated film plays a vital role in illuminating humanity in all its guises, as 
expressly demonstrated by the “Humanité Animée” focus in five film programmes. Understanding that each 
generation navigates these fundamental issues in a different way, the curators Annegret Richter and Annette 
Schindler have focused on film perspectives from the 21st century that have been shaped by the same social and 
political background as themselves. 
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The Fantoche passion – Animation goes Multimedia 
The world of animation is continually expanding to incorporate new technical developments in the way in which 
images are presented. “Animation goes multimedia” follows these developments with a keen, yet critical eye. For 
the 2016 edition of the festival, two experts – Ana Ascencio and Manu Weiss - have compiled a selection of new 
projects that set high standards: a mix of interactive, performative and cutting-edge 360° and virtual reality exhibits 
that are sure to amaze and amuse guests. In “Zürich 2.0”, four musical interpretations guide the audience through a 
poetically fragmented Zurich using experimental 360° animation techniques. Virtual reality films such as “The 
Turning Forest” demonstrate how a headset can alter perceptions, allowing the viewer to experience a film with 
their entire body. In “Watcher” players become animals and communicate with animals of the same species using 
head movements. Finally we will be shining the spotlight on a selection of projects that came to fruition during the 
Fantoche VR and 360° workshops. The variety of animation can also be experienced outside the Stanzerei: At the 
Royal the artists Usaginingen from Japan run a magical machine which allows them to do live animation and 
dubbing, and Sarah Haug is on the road by night with her projectile bike to transform the city facades into animated 
worlds. 

About Fantoche 
Fantoche is one of the world's leading festivals for animated films and is Switzerland’s largest and most prestigious 
cultural event devoted exclusively to animation in all its many thematic and technical facets. What once started life 
21 years ago as a small yet promising project is now a crowd-puller and a meeting place for industry professionals 
from Switzerland and the rest of the world. The event also sees school classes, families and youths converging 
upon Baden’s cinemas every September. 
 
Picture material and further information 
The visual design for Fantoche 2016 and the film pictures are available to download from our website: 
http://fantoche.ch/en/2016/downloads/picture-material 
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